
ME10304 – Mathematics 1 – Feedback on the exam.

Unit convenor: Dr D Andrew S Rees

General comments.

The average mark was roughly 69%. There were 16 below 40%, and half of those were below 35%. The lowest mark
was 19% and the highest, 99%. In the latter case, I did look through the script again to see whether I could be
generous, but in Q5a, if one substitutes t = 2π into 3t2, one just doesn’t get 6π2.

Question 1. Curve sketching. The average mark was 5.7/10. Some students used up a lot of time and space
by finding maxima and minima when this was not required. Others were astonishingly verbose
in their answers. See my outline solutions — just that will be sufficient for an exam solution.

(a) Part (i) — Excellent. Some got it upside down, which isn’t correct. One must check whether the
large-x behaviour is positive or negative.

Part (ii) — Quite good. It is not a good idea for this one to sketch the sinh and the cosh and to
try to add them. Rather, their sum comes to ex, and everyone who got this, sketched it correctly.

Part (iii) — Not so good. Some didn’t know the shape of e−|x|, and some used a sine wave rather
than a cosine.

(b) Possibly the worst bit of this question. Many offered only one function, some none, and some
a pair of functions which are too closely related (e.g. sechx and sech 2x). The most common
incorrect answer was e−|x| which displays the correct symmetry but it is a bit pointy at x = 0.

Question 2. Complex numbers. The average mark was 8.1/10.

(a) Excellent. The occasional quotation of θ in degrees drew a lost mark.

(b) Very good. Some students took half a page to do this even though it is a one-liner! Here is the
glacially slow version which I saw on a dozen scripts:

z = 2ejπ/3 = a+ bj ⇒ r = 2 and θ = π/3 ⇒ a2 + b2 = 4.

Also b/a = tan θ =
√
3 ⇒ b =

√
3a ⇒ 4a2 = 4 ⇒ a = 1

⇒ b =
√
3 ⇒ z = 1 +

√
3j.

The smart approach is z = 2ejπ/3 = 2[cos(π/3) + j sin(π/3)] = 1 +
√
3j.

Both methods are rigorous and perfectly correct, although the first can and sometimes did yield
real and imaginary components with incorrect signs.

(c) Very good.

(d) Also very good. Some didn’t read the question correctly, namely to write sin 3θ in terms of sin θ
and cos 3θ in terms of cos θ.

Question 3. Differentiation. The average mark was 8.9/10.

(a) Part (i) — Very good. Differentiation of a negative power can cause issues. There were frequent
examples of the derivative of t−3 being given as −3t−2. Parts (ii) and (iii): excellent.

(b) The chief error was in differentiating the right hand side of y3x + yx3 = 1 and getting 1, rather
than 0.

(c) Superb.



Question 4. Partial differentiation. The average mark was 7.1/10.

(a) This part was done very well in general. Sometimes the expression for ∂f/∂y wasn’t simplified.

(b) Not so good. The number of critical points was two, but frequently some found one, or four.
Critical points correspond to when both zx and zy are equal to zero simultaneously. One spurious
critical point is x = 0 and y = 1, both of which correspond to zx = 0, but in this case zy = 0 is
not satisfied.

Question 5. Integration 1. The average mark was 5.6/10, and was the second worst-answered question on
the paper.

(a) While the integration by parts usually proceeded well, the main error was the evaluations of cos t
between t = 0 and t = 2π. This should be zero, not 1.

(b) This problem relies on the substitution, y = x2, although it is possible to do it with y = e−x2

. A
lot of difficulty with this one.

(c) The integrand is in f ′/f form, and the solution follows immediately. Many didn’t notice this
and proceeded with partial fractions. A correct answer with either route was rewarded with
full marks, but of course the former gave the student more time for the rest of the exam. The
answer was I = 1

2
ln |x2 − 2x| + c or I = ln |x2 − 2x|1/2 + c. The following ones are incorrect:

I = ln(x2 − 2x)1/2 + c and I = ln |
√

(x2 − 2x)|+ c.

Question 6. Integration 2. The average mark was 6.9/10.

(a) Generally very good. The chief issue was during the substitution of y = 0 in the second inte-
gration, for the first term [(y + 1)4 — see the outline solutions] is nonzero. Some simply had
difficulty with adding numbers at the end!

(b) The surface area presented some difficulties, although this was one of a very very few taken from
a problem sheet. The volume integral was almost universally correct.

Question 7. Series. The average mark was 6.6/10.

(a) Excellent, in general.

(b) This was a bit trickier. There were very many different glitches in people’s workings. Note that,
for this question, one MUST write (2n)!, and not 2n!. The latter is ambiguous.

(c) A real mixture. Some walked this one, and other solutions were a catalogue of errors. Some
couldn’t identify the form of the general term. Others reckoned that of

lim
n→∞

∣

∣

∣

∣

nx

n+ 2

∣

∣

∣

∣

= |x/2|,

which isn’t so.

(d) Often well done, although sometimes the minus sign got lost and didn’t appear in the final
answer. Otherwise answers were pretty bad. Very strange....

Question 8. Vectors 1. The average mark was 9.3/10.

The best question. Generally a walk in the park.

Question 9. Vectors 2. The average mark was 6.8/10.

Generally parts (a) and (b) were answered very well indeed. Parts (c) and (d) were perceived as
being either really easy or really difficult.



Question 10. Miscellaneous. The average mark was 4.5/10.
(a,b) This was not a welcome change to the exam format. Virtually everyone was happy with the curve

sketching in part (a). The search for critical points in part (b) was easy or difficult depending
on the way the application of the quotient rule is done — those who are pedantic took a whole
page, whereas, with good organisation and practice, it can be done in a few lines.

(c) The depth charge. It was a quotient of two quadratics, and therefore formally a top-heavy one
which needed some processing before applying partial fractions. Very rarely correct.

(d) Some loved this one. Others interchanged the role of the x and y axes, i.e. created a mirror
image about the line y = x which isn’t right. It was solely about interchanging the roles of poles
and zeros (such as, the double zero becomes a double pole); see the outline solutions.


